New books || Fall 2020


- An interview with the author on *Notches* can be found here
- A brief introduction to the book is available on the author's website


*El negocio del vino en la ciudad de Cádiz. Historia empresarial de Lacave y Compañía, 1810-1927* by María Vázquez Fariñas

*A History of Global Capitalism. Feuding Elites and Imperial Expansion* by Sambit Bhattacharyya (Springer)

*Entrepreneurship in the Age of Empire Colonialism, Collaboration and Exploitation* by Sarah Dietz (Routledge)

*Brand New Nation. Capitalist Dreams and Nationalist Designs in Twenty-First-Century India* by Ravinder Kaur (Stanford University Press)

*Classical Economic Theory and the Modern Economy* by Steven Kates (Edward Elgar)


List compiled by BHC Editor Paula de la Cruz-Fernández. Submit your references here.